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Translation: Magdalena 

 

 

In some passages of the text I do not write directly for obvious reasons. To illustrate some phenomena better, I 

use the description of dual reality and the Earth calculation of time, although everything is happening non-dually 

in the now, anyway. I present some processes in the simplest possible way, so that they are understandable. I focus 

mainly on the events of the ascending line. Those who need to understand the text, will understand without any 

difficulties. The text is meant to be read with the Heart. 
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(1) 

For the beginning a synthetic – although pretty wide – summary of November.   

November ended – in this yearly cycle – a three-monthly process of cleansing from a low-vibrating patterns. Both, 

on a collective and an individual level. Because it was the last month of this process it was the most intense.  

At the same time, since the middle of November it was possible to observe a sign of a next three-monthly cycle 

(that will last till February 2023). It is about assessing own’s assets left after cleanse and getting ready to the next 

cycle of activities starting Spring next year. (More about those processes I will write in the next reports).  

For the purpose of sorting November processes, I write synthetically what happened (from publication of the 

previous report 25.10 till 26.11, when I publish the December report).   

Firstly, on 25 October took place the strongest for 7 years Sun eclipse that opened a two-week – till 8.11 (when 

a complete Moon eclipse took place) very strong energetic transformation by a collapse of all, that does not 

serve (I mentioned this process in the October report as well). In fact, already on 24th October one could feel a 

strong tension, that on 25th October transformed into a specific energetic move.  

 A change by a collapse is the strongest type of a change and the least pleasant. Here, in a very short time 

everything that does not serve any longer is being destroyed. At the same time, during this process, one cannot 

see what will emerge in the future. In effect, a big gap appears in the field that is connected with a ‘coercion’ and 

quick demolition of a so far comfort zone. Many people felt strongly lost, fear, even a feeling of dying (ego level).   

To better understand the character of a change I mention that there are three main types of changes. The change 

by a collapse – that the humanity is experiencing the most – is the strongest type of a change. These three types 

of changes (from the least felt) are:  

- A development change – here so far solutions are improved but all elements of the structure are the 

same, although a layout is usually different  

- An evolutionary change – whatever is new appears evolutionary on the basis of an old and runs on the 

basis of the known assumption concerning the future state. The chosen elements are successively 

replaced with new elements, it is happening slowly, with a different speed depending on the area. The 

whole process is constant and during a process it is sometimes hard to notice that it is happening. We 

can see it only after it ends up and we are in a position to compare what it was with what it has been now 

- A change by a collapse – here a transition to a new state is preceded by a total destruction of what is old. 

A chaos arises. During the process it is unknown (for the participants) in what direction the process goes 

because it is an effect of an accidental decisions, actions and collective vibrations. This is a total 

transformation. The chaos though is not a state of a disorder or a mess. It is a state of a spontaneous 

transition between the old and the new. 

Looking at the November process change by a collapse; its effects will depend on how conscious and deep 

destruction of what does not serve was. It concerns both, an individual and a collective level. And how the 

assets left will get used. The effects of the process will manifest in Spring 2023. In other words: the more a 

person is consciously connected with an inner-self and let go what does not serve, integrated what is 

valuable, the more effects connected with a life abundance will this person observe in the next months.  
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An interesting phenomenon I observed on 28 October. One could feel a strong inflow of a high vibrating energy. 

People with 12 DNA stands felt increased vitality and the rest of people on a constructive line might have felt 

somnolence, distraction, overall tiredness of a body and increased need for a rest (their bodies are not fully ready 

yet to pass through so high doses of energy). A destructive line experienced at the same time increased emotions 

(especially fear or anger) and, or a body disease (a significant worsening of a well-being and or a health state).  

These inflowing energies made wide changes in a collective field of a consciousness. Now, this field looks 

like three separate energy fields (of different vibrations) and relating to a descending line, a middle line and an 

ascending line. In the next months it will shift to an access to a multidimensional seeing on the ascending line for 

beings with completed 12 DNA strands and in the next period – for the rest of humans on the ascending line.  

The change process in the collective field of consciousness was a prelude to changes that took place on 11 

November that I will describe below.  

On 28 October exactly a descending line started generating more low vibrating energy that – especially for the 

ascending line was felt as a strong disruption in a heart chakra, a ‘heavy’ vibration.  

In the period 30/31 October till 2 November possible were alive dreams. They were the effect of a 

multidimensional process of a collective field cleansing, as well as, an individual, from what does not serve any 

longer (it concerned as well previous incarnations). It also concerned very deep, hidden, humanity traumas from 

against destruction and relations (about those two processes I wrote in the November report).  

On 2 November took place a next consciousness shift. The whole process was anchoring till 8 November (a 

Moon eclipse). A lot of people during this time could experience a strong tingling at the top of their heads. There 

also was a process of energetic balancing of human bodies. One could feel body creeps, trembling or tingling 

only in one (the weaker one) half of a body (especially in limbs) caused by an energetic charge of that half. In 

consequence it is about to bring a better synchronisation of a brain halves, more efficient matchmaking and a 

bigger sharpness of mind.  

On 3 November a next energy inflow to human bodies could cause cold symptoms, fever and or issues with a 

respiratory system (this system was regenerated till 8 November), but also burning hot or aching feet, because 

of unblocking of a connection with the Mother Earth.  

We need to remember that changes in human bodies are directly correlated with changes of the planet Earth. Both 

processes are happening in parallel. The more human bodies are ready to pass through high vibrations, the higher 

can vibrate our planet. Because it has been safe for people from an ascending line. It also deepens a disproportion 

between a planet vibration and a descending line, that more and more quickly disappears (and will continue 

disappearing) from the space.  

A little word here: A lot of people would like an energetic jump right now but they do not realise that for this to 

manifest safely the human bodies need to be enough spacy to safely absorb such vibrations. There are beings at 

the moment whose bodies are enough ready however at the moment they are in minority of those that chose an 

ascending line. The field knows exactly what it does. The whole process can be supported by one’s own 

transformation and by widening of a consciousness filed. In result, a human body is ready quicker for bigger 

doses of flowing through energies. 
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On 7 November took place the first-class M Solar flair and on 8 November commenced an anchoring process 

in a matter of a fourth dimension (based on a heart chakra and multidimensional perception). This real will be 

an ultimate field for further evolution for beings on an ascending line but still with not completed 12 DNA strands. 

At the moment, in the fourth-dimension field ‘exist’ all three lines. However, for a descending line this is not a 

friendly environment and for an ascending line (beings with completed 12 DNA strands) this is a temporary reality 

towards the fifth dimension.   

On 11 November in the morning (European time) the humanity for good anchored materially in the realm of 

the fourth dimension (a heart reality). On that day took place a second this month Solar flair class M. It opened 

a further development way only for those who are on a path to the Truth.  

The Schumann Resonance that day for few hours was not able to show those high energies (it was visible as a 

black belt on a reading). People, whose bodies are not ready yet for passing through such high vibrations could 

feel various ailments. Especially painful could be a heart chakra plus connected with it fear vibrations. 

Everything that was low vibrating was getting released. On a physical level one could feel tiredness, 

somnolence but also vision disorders (blurred vision or even worse vision), a head (noise, dissociation) and a 

spine pain.  

The day before, on 10 November a low vibrating site generated to the field an immense amount of noise 

(technologically) and a vibration of fear. It was the next trial of slowing down/blocking of a process and a need 

to obtain an additional, low vibrating feeding energy. Despite, a process of a material anchoring in the fourth 

heart dimension completed without obstacles. We have that all behind us.  

The anchoring in a fourth-dimension reality (heart reality) will cause in the next month’s more visible 

disproportions in the particular three time-lines. It reminds three parallel paths. In the nearest months one 

will jump strongly up, the middle will stay on the same level and the lowest will fall faster and faster down. 

Because now the processes happen directly in the matter it will be visible in particular in one’s external 

appearance, health and well-being. The bodies of people from an ascending line are entering spontaneous 

healing, regeneration and rejuvenation. The middle line will stay on the more less same level, whilst humans 

from the descending line will get older faster, will get sick and untimely die.  

On 12 November the third solar flair class M happened. In the next following days beautiful pink energies of 

Unconditional Love reached planet Earth. At first it could be felt as strong pulsing at the top of the head and the 

spine and next (14 November) as a pleasant warmth and a heart chakra vibration.   

It is an open-heart chakra that allows to see the Truth. Thanks to that more human beings have an opportunity to 

confront the Truth on themselves and they start to also see the Truth in the external events. I realise that humans 

that only now got a chance to awake and for the first time they experienced meeting the Truth can feel fear, 

sadness and overall internal breakage. 

On 15 November took place the fourth solar flair class M. Its purpose was a consecutive transformation of a 

collective heart chakra so to on 16 November anchor all those high vibrations in the matter field of the Earth (I 

recall that at the moment we have a materialisation of all of those processes on the Earth, however those 

processes already happened on a subtle level – I wrote about it in the previous reports). It could be seen in the 

Schumann Resonance readings.  
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In the next days started further clearance of low vibrating patterns. This time on the cellular level in the human 

bodies. People could experience strong cold (deep, internal cold), overall confusion and even subfebrile/cold 

symptoms. Among people with already cleared patterns I noticed an increased energy flow and a pleasant, internal 

warmth.  

The next solar flare class M – the firth in the month – took place on 18/19 November and finished the change 

through a collapse. A lot of people had at the time very vivid dreams (most often with people from the far past or 

with vaguely connected currently – although on a karmic level those connotations were strong). At the time 

various relational traumas got realsed.  

A further recharge of our planet Earth with high vibrations took place between 19-21 November (Schuman 

Resonance showed a white readings). People could feel strong tingling in a crown chakra. Some people started 

truly experiencing a foretaste of multidimensionality, as for example: the feeling of being at two or more 

places at once, a mental confusion, concertation difficulties, a change at a time perception, difficulties in a linear 

perception (inability to remind the thought from a moment ago), etc. among people already earlier anchored in a 

fourth dimension they felt a peace, happiness, a sense of harmony and an inner silence. Also an increased feeling 

of an inner strenght.  

Further days (up to 26 November) brought a gradual peace and a different perspective (I am writing here on a 

constructive line) of looking at the reality (with no fear, freely and with an internal readiness to build personal 

limits to what does not serve any longer). This attitude allows people to commence gathering their internal 

power and places foundations for processes that will commence in December and in the next months. This is 

the beginning of a three-monthly period in that massive human transformation. The Schuman Resonance also 

showed a completely new reading (12 hours reading with an almost black background).  

That is a complete November summary. As you can see it was full of energetic events.  

 

(2) 

After a three-monthly process of cleansing, December commences a next three-monthly period connected 

with a gathering of internal resources. This is to get ready to real actions in a matter that will start in Spring 

and Summer 2023 (with the effects in the second half of 2023). As I underlined in the earlier part of this report – 

depending on, (1) how much the person transformed and freed from what does not serve and (2) on what 

consciousness level the person is, the quality and number of resources will have to administer in the next months. 

Generally, the more assets (energy, internal power), the more felt abundance inflowing from the environment.  

The first key process that awaits us in December is a finish and a full activation of crystal bodies among 

people with connected earlier 12 DNA strands (at the moment it shows that it will concern 20-25% of beings 

with a completed in the past months 12 DNA strands). The next activations (among the second group with 

completed 12 strands) will take place up to Spring 2023. Then the timelines in a matter will split irrevocably.  
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Few words on 12 DNA strands. Many people wrongly assumes that consecutives DNA strands start as 

independent, parallel to those already existing. But it looks differently: next strands are built up – as a 

continuation – on those two already existing strands. So, it is still a double helix, however fully already 

scattered DNA (wrongly often called ‘junk DNA’) comes back to its own, assigned, places. The next strands 

connect human beings with more extensive energy-informative fields. They also give additional possibilities on 

particular auric bodies level (I wrote in details on each strand in the May 2022 report).  

 

(3) 

The full activation of crystal bodies among people is key in a process of a personal transformation and 

awaking of own’s power. It gives an access not only to further dimensions and fields but foremost to a power 

of a full creation in a matter. At the moment a creation in a matter is identified with a physical action in a 

matter. However, a real creation in a matter is something way deeper: it is a creation solely through a 

thought and a heart vibration manifested directly as a matter object. Moreover: only fully awaken and conscious 

human beings may take task that was given to them long ago here on planet Earth: to protect multidimensional 

portals, so called Earth’s Stargate that give access to a number of places and dimensions in the Universe. And 

December commences that process. To that task Humans are waking up now.  

Also, for that reason humans get so big interest in the Universe and on one hand they are under special protection 

of high vibrating beings and are the object of numerous attacks and genetic manipulations from a low vibrating 

beings that would like to take control over Earth on the other hand. 

Moreover – a completion of a body crystallisation process is key so the process of the Planet raise could 

complete. These are those beings that – though their bodies – will anchor that vibration steadily on the new Earth 

dimension.  

(4)  

Reaching to planet Earth so far energy waves had each time higher vibrations. In December (middle more less) 

to planet Earth will reach a next – highest so far – high vibrating energy wave, that will anchor in a matter 

the firth dimension vibrations. It will be connected with a throat chakra, multidimensional communication 

but also the beginning of a full power manifestation of beings that chose the ascending line. Technically it will 

be connected with an integration of variously incarnated particular Soul parts and with a full connection 

with a Precedent Being consciousness. That process is a true Human Being Birth to manifest its full Power. This 

is a meeting moment with a Clear Creation Energy. At the same time, for beings that will complete this 

process it will end the obligation to incarnate further in an earthly cycle. As such, a really beautiful experience 

is awaiting Humanity, for those that will manage – will experience it in a unique way. This is a path for beings 

with 12 DNA strands and completed body crystallisation that chose further evolution though an ascending process 

(a passage to a fifth dimension with a current physical body).  
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Additionally, already anchored energies with a fourth dimension, in connection with anchored in December 

energies of a fifth dimension will cause an increased unveiling of many hidden from humans truths (people 

can experience sudden internal Truth recognition through one own Heart). In an external reality more and more 

events will unveil so far illusions. This time it will happen on a massive scale. It will be a kind of events turn 

that will become a groundwork to a massive change in 2023. Besides, 2023 year will be a year of a change of 

all so far values on a collective level (I will write more about it at the end of 2022). That I wish all of us.  

With love – Anna Architektura. 

 

I also encourage you to read the earlier series of energy reports available at 

https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/. They not only carry information, but most of all, they anchor 

new energies in people and allow you to maintain a higher vibrational level. 

Anna Architektura, Architektura Osobowości 

 

Contact:        

https://architekturaosobowosci.com/     (contact form) 

FB: Architektura Osobowości 

e-mail: profil.architektura@gmail.com 


